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VE Network Catcher Lite is an easy to use network monitoring application witch records and
displays latency and packet loss between your PC and any internet site. Use this freeware tool to
monitor the quality of your network link. You can save all your recordings and send it to another
user via email. VE Network Catcher Lite's production network recordings are also ideal for
baselining the performance of the production network, including best case, worst case and average
application performance - giving you a great starting point from which to make informed decisions
on performance limitations and expectations for new or existing applications that are about to be
deployed over the network. Using production network parameters is ideal for testing applications
when the target network already exists, such as a company's corporate network or a customer's
network. However, if the target network has not yet been designed or built out, you can record a
variety of different production networks and create a library of production network conditions which
you can then use to test your applications and ensure that that they meet performance expectations
in any potential network environment. VE Network Catcher Lite includes all the functionality of the
full VE Network Catcher software in a convenient, and economical, Lite version. Key Features:
Network traffic recorders/Analyzers VE Network Catcher Lite includes a network traffic recorder
(NTTR) capable of recording any application that is capable of generating network traffic. The NTTR
will use Shunra's End-to-end Network Simulation and Analysis (ESNA) technology to analyze the
network traffic, and will provide you with a variety of performance metrics such as application
latency, application throughput, round trip time, application failure rates and packet loss rates - all
of which can be monitored and monitored over time. The NTTR will record any application that
generates network traffic and the number of bytes/packets as well as the application's identity. The
NTTR will also identify the PC that is generating the network traffic so that you can track the PC as
well as the application. You can also save the data to disk as either a comma delimited file or a
binary file. You can also save the data to disk as an OLE file, and either save the data as a file, a
backup file or send it directly to Shunra's NTTR.exe application by right clicking on it and selecting
copy to clipboard. The NTTR also integrates with Shunra's network simulation technology enabling
you to record and analyze network performance under production conditions.
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KEYMACRO is a free, powerful and easy to use tool which will encrypt your passwords before they
are entered in text boxes of your application.KEYMACRO, a small but powerful and easy-to-
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Network Catcher provides network measurements on-the-fly and is used for network debugging. It
measures performance parameters (packet loss, latency, and bandwidth) and displays graphs on-the-
fly. It can be used to analyze various network conditions. Network Catcher analyzes traffic and
displays the results graphically. The graph displays the overall average, maximum, minimum, and
packet loss between the client and the server. If the packet loss is greater than zero, it shows the
number of packets lost. Features: * Graphical representation of packet loss, latency, and bandwidth
* Analyzes any kind of traffic, including web surfing, file transfers, e-mail, and streaming media *
Displays the data in histograms, real-time graphs, and tables * Compatible with Windows
XP/2003/Vista/7/8/10 * No registration required Network
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What's New in the?

The Network Catcher application monitors and records the performance of your network connection.
You can even save all your monitoring data to files and send it to another user over the network. You
can also load any of the saved files into Shunra network simulation software to test applications
under real-life network conditions. This application is not just for network administrators, it's for
anyone who needs to be able to monitor the performance of their network connection.     
Downloads:   Network Catcher Demo:               Network Catcher:                                                          
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System Requirements:

Mac OS X Be sure to use a Mac with a Firewire 800 or Thunderbolt port to connect to the MiniDisc
device. Windows 7 and later Be sure to use a Firewire 800 or Thunderbolt port to connect to the
MiniDisc device. Linux Audio Samples There are no pre-recorded sound samples available for the
MiniDisc. The ‘OpenCMD’ program lets you record a tone from a sound card
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